Creative Challenge

October 2018
Daily Sketching

Anything done for 30 days becomes a habit!
Sketch for a minimum of 20 minutes a day for 30 days. Feel free to go back to old drawings and
add to them at anytime. A quick look at pinterest.com will give many ideas by searching
“drawing prompts”. Think “Art Before Breakfast” which is a title of a new book on
sketching which talks about sketching what is in front of you. You might do nature sketches
“things from my yard”. Another idea is while watching a recorded TV program, instead of fast
forwarding through the commercial, freeze the frame and draw what you see. Possibilities are
endless. For a list of drawing prompts see those provided by TJVann|art+design (found on
pinterest) below.
Find a sketchbook, any size you prefer, and get started. Bring your sketchbook to our next
meeting, October 18th for viewing. All participants will have an opportunity to win a Hobby
Lobby gift card. Instead of voting we will draw a name. We are flexible, if you miss a day here or
there, no problem. Your drawings should be done between September 20th and October 18th .
1. Your mailbox
16. A slice of pizza
2. A leaf
17. An eye
3. An avocado
18. A package of cookies
4. Your shoes
19. The man on the moon
5. A mountain
20. Your icon/hero
6. Your favorite art supplies
21. Your favorite animal
7. Top view of latte art
22. A beach scene
8. Your vacation essentials
23. A skull
9. The object in front of you
24. Your hand in different gestures
10. A self portrait
25. Figure studies
11. Recreate the cover of a book
26. The technology/electronics you own
12. Your favorite beauty product
27. The food that is in your refrigerator
13. A roadmap of your favorite city
28. Your favorite fast food
14. A camera
29. The 15th photo on your phone
15. Sea creatures
30. A lamp in your house
MORE: a glass bottle, your favorite board game, a cheeseburger, wild animals, a picture
from a magazine, furniture, monsters, words that inspire you, elephants, facial
expressions, birds

